The Big Hit
By Noor Ahmad
Many people say that the movie Wonder is a big hit but that got me wondering: Is it
really that that great of a movie?
For starters I watched the movie and I have to agree it’s pretty good, but I wanted to see
if other people had the same opinion. I asked a kindergartner, Rhia, and a fourth grader,
Aliyah, a few questions. Let’s see what these two girls say about the movie.
On a scale of one to ten what would you rate the movie?
Rhia: “I give it a 10.” Aliyah: “A 5.”
What did you think about the movie?
Rhia: “It was good, sad and has a lesson.” Aliyah: “I think the movie was ok and they
could add more details from the book to liven the movie up.”
What did you learn from the movie?
Riah:”To treat people like you want to be treated.” #goldenrule. Aliyah: “What I learned
from the movie was to never judge a person by their appearance.”
How did it make Auggie feel when people treated him nicely?
Riah: “He felt wonderful and nice.” Aliyah: “In my opinion I think when people treated
Auggie nice it made him feel like he belonged.”
This next question was not for Rhia; it was for her mom and Aliyah.
Is the book similar to the movie?
Rhia’s mom : “Yes.” Aliyah: “In the book they had exquisite details that would help you
imagine but in the movie they left out important details that would help you imagine,
understand and feel.”
Would you recommend this movie to anyone?
Rhia: “Yes.” Aliyah: “I would but, I would recommend the book first.”
The following question is only for Aliyah.
What is you favorite quote from the movie?
Aliyah: My favorite quote from the movie has to be “When given the choice of being or
being kind, choose kind.” These words may seem small but they mean so much.”

Well there you have it. This movie is really a big hit and so I hope this article teaches you
a lesson, and what lesson is that? #choose kind.

